‘Commit To Be Fit’
Annual Recognition and Sports Day
A magnificent extravaganza ‘Commit To be Fit’, the Annual Recognition and Sports day of DLF
World School was organized on 15 Feb 2020 to propagate the spirit of righteous body, mind and
soul.

Venerable Chief Guest Mr. Varun Singh Bhatia, a Gold Medalist Paralympian ; guest of honour
Mr. Jitendra Dixit, SHO, Surajpur; chairperson of DLF Group of Schools, Dr. Rakesh Khullar,
Executive Director of the School, Dr. Mrignaini were welcomed with the potted plants.
Amidst thrills and cheers, the event incepted with March Past and oath taking ceremony followed
by torch lightning. Students of classes 3 to 9 gave a blissful start by performing the steps of
Suryanamaskar in Yoga. The tiny tots of Pre-primary wing adorned as cows, urged the audience
to emulate the character strength of humility leading to humanity. The students of Classes I and II
presented a dance performance, advocating SDG16 Peace Justice and Strong Institutions. The
performance was endeavoured to convert DLF World School into an anger free zone imbuing
peace and harmony for a holistic lifestyle.

Thereafter, the races filled the air with fervour. Wrapped up in the sportsman spirit, parents also
participated enthusiastically in the couple relay race.
The School Head, Ms. Dimple Puri expressed her elation as she put forth the achievements and
aim of the school in the Annual report.
Celebrating our belief ‘Every child is a star and each deserves to twinkle’, the uniqueness of every Delfite
was recognized and applauded with awards and innovative titles pertaining to their inherent talents
and abilities. Students up to class V were enthused to receive the recognition from the worthy
guests.

The Executive Director of the school welcomed the guests and the parents and emphasized upon
the fitness of the children who are able to handle day-to-day physical and emotional challenges
better.
The Chief Guest outlined the role of schools to make
sports an indispensable part of the school
curriculum.

The school reverberated with the echoes of applause as the students summed up the event with
traditional games allowing the parents to recall their childhood days . The day ended with a vote
of thanks and rendition of National Anthem.

